STORAGE: DONE RIGHT
WARNING
Firearms come with maintenance manuals or operating
manuals which specify the proper procedures for cleaning,
lubricating, maintenance intervals, storage instructions
and exposures to extreme environmental conditions.

FROGLUBE, LIKE ANY OTHER GUN CARE PRODUCT, WHEN USED CORRECTLY WILL PERFORM ACCORDING TO SPECIFICATION.

Do you think it would be a good idea to leave your car in storage for a year and then pull it out, turn the key and
expect to run perfectly on a 500 mile trip? Then why would you expect to store a firearm for 6 months or more and
expect it to fire perfectly without doing proper preventative checks and services? Would you pull it out of storage to
go on a hunt for that prize animal without doing proper maintenance and doing a live fire and sight-in DOPE check?
Not unless you like to play the stock market or take Vegas odds. Firearms do not magically work simply because you
pull the trigger. They, like any other machine, require prescribed maintenance procedures, which if not followed,
may result in a failure to fire (FTF).
FrogLube has compiled our best practice procedures and provided them specifically as they pertain to the storage of
firearms in just a few simple steps:
1. Place in storage. The firearm needs protection from oxidation (rust). Oxidation accelerates the formation of rust
when metal is exposed to oxidants, moisture, pressure & temperature changes, salts and hydrocarbons (from fouling
or petroleum-based care products). One of the major sources of oxidation is actually your own body! Handling
firearms brings body oils in direct contact with the gun’s surfaces. It is always preferred to place a clean and functional firearm into storage and a ‘storage date’ should be noted on a piece of tape or tag affixed to the firearm. If it is an
accuracy gun with an optic, the last sight-in DOPE card should be placed with the firearm. If placed in a container, the
container should allow for air exchange. If placed in a safe, you may use a heating element to keep the temperature
stable. You may also use a breathable cover or sock for further protection of the firearm. To prepare for storage, Field
strip the firearm and clean it using a good Degreasing Solvent and/or Rifle Bore Cleaner. Apply a light coat of a rust
prevention capable lube, like FrogLube CLP, to the firearm in accordance with the firearm maintenance procedures.
2. Periodic Checks and Servicing (PC&S). The military small arms manual states the firearm should be checked at 90
day intervals. Your specific firearm manual may say something different. Accordingly, you should find the practical
interval that works best for your firearm. FrogLube CLP has been proven as a corrosion preventative for 1-3 years
during on-going engineering tests.

When doing a PC&S, the firearm should be withdrawn from the storage site, visually inspected and function checked.
If all checks pass, then it can be cleaned & serviced and returned to the storage site. Remember to revise the ‘placed
in storage’ date .
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STORAGE: DONE RIGHT
WARNING
Firearms come with maintenance manuals or operating
manuals which specify the proper procedures for cleaning,
lubricating, maintenance intervals, storage instructions
and exposures to extreme environmental conditions.

FROGLUBE, LIKE ANY OTHER GUN CARE PRODUCT, WHEN USED CORRECTLY WILL PERFORM ACCORDING TO SPECIFICATION.

3. Remove from storage to place « in service ».
First things first. If the firearm has sat for any length of
time, it is possible that some substance might be trapped
inside th e internal spaces and is exposed to oxidation,
moisture, pressure changes, heat, cold or other changes
in the storage environment. You should Field strip the
firearm and clean it using a good Degreasing Solvent
and/or Rifle Bore Cleaner. Lubricate the firearm using
FrogLube CLP, in accordance with the firearm maintenance procedures.
FrogLube lubricants (CLP) are superb preservatives and
they will not change or thicken. They combat oxidation
because they do not oxidize or combine with oxygen or
moisture. You may test this unique stability by isolating
the lube in a dish and observing its properties over time.
Its consistency will remain the same from one hour to 10
years and beyond.
What if you do encounter sticky or gummy conditions
with the firearm? A reaction has occurred inside your
firearm involving hydrocarbons, it is not the FrogLube.
Why might this happen? How is it corrected?
You may have old or oxidized lube and fouling inside the firearm
that did not get fully removed or flushed out during cleaning.
Hydrocarbon is component of the firing process and an oxidant
and combines with oxygen in the air to create changes inside
closed spaces such as firing pin channels. You may think that when
you switch to FrogLube, you’ve eliminated hydrocarbons. Not true
if you are continuing to fire the weapon. The propellant discharge
from firing a cartridge is hydrocarbon which will mix with lube and
can oxidize during extensive storage. To clean hydrocarbon, you
need a ‘Rifle Bore Cleaner, RBC also called ‘Degreasing Solvent’,
and you need to completely flush out old, dirty lube and fouling
residues. A great way to do this is to fully immerse the firearm
parts in a tub of FrogLube Solvent or FrogLube Super Degreaser.
The final step is to do a functional test and if you are going on the Great Hunt of the century, you should do a live
fire test with a verification of your previous sight-in DOPE. By following this basic instruction, and with the use of
FrogLube’s fine maintenance and care products, you should always have a fully functional and rust-free firearm
when you withdraw it from storage.
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